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63 Documents the Government Doesn't Want You to Read
Last week Prime Minister Scott Morrison proudly released his list of 63 ... government's new shortlist of critical
technologies," says the action plan. Because of course they do. It doesn't ...
Morrison's pamphletocracy of critical tech holds barely a quantum of substance
His expertise includes government ... to a document that gives you the ability to make decisions about your child’s
healthcare Typically, the medical power of attorney doesn’t become active ...
If Your Kid Is 18, You Need These Documents
An investigation into a complaint that public officials tried to intimidate employees of Montana hospital into treating a
COVID-19 patient with unapproved medication uncovered a voicemail ...
Query of hospital threats finds voicemail by former senator
“I know of no other entity like the proposed new Megasite Authority in Tennessee with this power,” Deborah Fisher, the
executive director of the Tennessee Coalition for Open ...
Critics wonder if transparency will really be Megasite’s ‘hallmark’
Large media companies might be able to foot a hefty bill for documents, but average citizens, trying to learn more about
their government, often cannot. High costs serve to discourage inquiries ...
Editorial: Transparency on the march
In January, a lower court judge refused an American request to extradite Assange on spying charges over WikiLeaks’
publication of secret military documents ... and “doesn't feel able to ...
U.S. asks UK court to permit extradition of WikiLeaks’ Assange
Follow all the day’s news ...
Australia politics live news: Coalition and Labor test new Speaker’s limits in question time; NT records 11 new Covid cases
The government doesn’t currently guarantee an attorney in civil cases like eviction: that’s why far fewer tenants have
tenants in eviction cases, compared to landlords. For example, in Virginia, only ...
We must keep America safely housed: Here are three solutions | Opinion
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — Idaho lawmakers are seeking technology companies to appraise federal land in real-time to find out
how much money lawmakers say the federal government should be paying the ...
Idaho lawmakers want federal public land appraised for taxes
Handal, 63, is wanted by Haitian authorities in connection ... though he says he says he doesn’t recall what they talked
about. Haitian police have accused Sanon of being one of the intellectual ...
Miami man arrested in Turkey had no links to assassination of Haiti's president, family says
The document ... this doesn’t turn out well there will be a suit.” Belke said she had no authority to investigate the matter
further and took Fielder at her word that no additional government ...
Legislative probe provides more info on AG, hospital dispute
OTTAWA - Internal government documents are providing the clearest picture yet of the impact that emergency aid is having
on federal support to low-income seniors and families.
Documents detail impacts of federal aid on benefits for seniors, families
Mr Speaker, a leopard doesn’t change their spots. They know what the member for Rankin is all about. Higher taxes on all
Australians. Earlier today the Australian government signed an agreement ...
Air New Zealand cancels flights to Australia – as it happened
On Friday, when Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced the government's decision to repeal ... Know what's behind the
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apparent and what doesn't show. Your journey into the myriad shades of truth ...
Farm Laws Repealed But For Women Farmers, The Battle Has Only Just Begun
BANGKOK: After sealing its borders to most visitors in March 2020, Thailand has reopened to people from 63 countries who
test ... “Thai Pass doesn’t have that, which can feel hopeless and ...
Commentary: Pity applying for the Thailand Pass as a tourist is this painful
Robin Calef, 63 of Brockton ... Calef stole $102,289.62 in government funds intended for her deceased sister, according to
Department of Justice documents. In December 2006, Calef’s sister ...
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